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Abstract—Increasingly, small to medium software producing
organisations are working together in collaboration networks
to supply complex compositions of their products and services
to customers. In this paper, we present a case study of two
software companies that are evolving their partnership towards
the creation of a software ecosystem. We investigate the impacts
of their tightening partnership on software product management,
with a focus on requirements engineering practices. We observe
that the requirements definition and negotiation processes are
directly affected by their fluid collaborative and competitive
relationships. Power disputes, volatile roles and mismatches in
release synchronisation are also aspects observed in the studied
software ecosystem. We extract several observations from the case
study that support small to medium software firms in making
decisions within their software ecosystem.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The changing dynamics of the globalised software industry have influenced companies to operate in a complex
and networked setting. Software companies are increasingly
redefining roles and patterns of cooperation and innovation
according to their position in a value chain [1]. When competing in the same market, companies need to interact to
survive in a turbulent environment. This emerging concept
is called Software Ecosystem (SECO), which is defined as
“a set of businesses functioning as a unit and interacting
with a shared market for software and services, together
with the relationships among them” [2]. Software ecosystems
differ from global software engineering, where development is
dispersed in several organisations that do not own the software
produced and interaction among them is rather transitory. In a
software ecosystem setting, a common technology or platform
binds the software products. SECOs are based on the notion
of organisational ecology, with a radically different business
model where frequent interaction and value sharing between
players promote self-regulation in the network [3].
Yu [4] suggests that for an ecosystem to operate healthy,
an energy source is necessary. In a biological ecosystem,
the sun is the energy source. In a software ecosystem, the
market is the main source of energy that can directly and
indirectly affect all players of the ecosystem. By establishing

collaborative and complementary relationships with suppliers
and customers, software companies participating in a SECO
can cope with financial, time and knowledge constraints [5].
Moreover, they can co-evolve in a hub of local or global
market, complementing features and dividing R&D costs [6].
Software ecosystems introduce new challenges in business,
social and technical levels [7]. Companies interacting in a
SECO shall trigger efforts towards an increasing platformisation of their products for outside development, via extensible
component-based architectures [6]. Software maintenance and
evolution are important issues to be addressed in software
ecosystems. For instance, players have to manage the risks
of reusing components with potential low technical quality
[8]. The interaction among partners also raises the need for
knowledge management to support communication and efficient propagation of information [2]. Since products features
are provided by different partners in an ecosystem, requirements definition and negotiation are also affected by their
specific interests [9]. Software ecosystems provide products
for a wide market, which means that requirements are often
jointly defined by the suppliers of the ecosystem rather than
elicited from users. However, actors may have conflicting
priorities that have to be reconciled. For instance, individual
requirements must be intertwined and merged into a set of
complementary features. This increasingly networked structure
requires new business models to address issues of ownership
and open innovation.
Several studies have investigated software ecosystems from
various domains, such as open source [10], app stores [11]
and online games [12]. However, relatively little scientific
knowledge is available regarding the dynamics of an emerging
software ecosystem composed by Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs). The major strength of SMEs is often their flexibility and adaptability. They are often more skilled than larger
companies in adapting to new customer requirements and
adopting innovative methods. On the other hand, SMEs usually
have limited financial and human resources. To strengthen their
market presence, growth strategies include establishing joint
ventures and alliances.

In this paper, we investigate how SMEs already engaged
in collaborative networks evolve their products towards a
software ecosystem. We aim to understand how software
product management and requirements engineering, in particular, are conducted by partner companies. From an industrial
perspective, this study aims at understanding the context and
challenges faced by SMEs willing to create a healthy software
ecosystem. We conducted a case study of two Brazilian
software suppliers that are creating an ecosystem with other
partners.
This paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we present
the research method adopted, which includes the research
questions, data collection and analysis procedures. Section 3
presents the results from the case study. In Section 4, we
discuss a set of observations that synthesise important issues
faced by the studied companies in the context of their software
ecosystem. We also analyse these propositions in light of
related literature in the field. Finally, in Section 5 we present
conclusions and future work.
II. M ETHOD
The focus of this case study has been to investigate how
SMEs evolve their relationships to establish a software ecosystem around their products. We refined this objective in the
following research questions (RQ):
• RQ1 - How is the process of software product management adjusted to cope with the challenges introduced by
tighter collaboration with an ecosystem partner?
• RQ2 - What are the implications for requirements engineering in a software ecosystem composed by SMEs?
• RQ3 - How do partnerships evolve among SMEs towards
the creation of a software ecosystem?
To answer the research questions, we conducted a case
study of two small to medium software companies that are
forming a software ecosystem. We adopted an informationoriented selection and purposively chose companies that were
representative to our study on the basis of expectations
about their information content. An interpretative case study
supports our primarily exploratory and descriptive purpose
of comprehending a particular situation through participants
interpretation of their context [13].
A. Data Gathering and Analysis
Empirical data was collected through open-ended and semistructured interviews. We defined an interview protocol with
thirty-five questions that were directly refined from the research questions. This instrument ensured that the same basic
structure was followed in each interview. However, new questions could be brought up according to interviewees discourse
as a way to provide a more in-depth understanding of the
investigated topics. Based on the protocol, we defined the sampling of interview participants. The research questions required
the coverage of technical and managerial roles from both
companies. Using a snowball sampling strategy, interviewees
were asked to recommend other participants based on their
expertise in the field.

The interviews were carried out with eleven professionals.
Each interview lasted from 20 to 70 minutes. During each
one, we agreed upon a nondisclosure agreement (NDA) to
handle data anonymously. Participants were asked to explain
company’s internal documents such as requirements specification and project plans. These artefacts complemented the
interviews and were considered additional sources of evidence.
We further contacted participants by e-mail to clarify and
extend data gathered during the interviews. Table I provides
an overview of the participants.
TABLE I
PARTICIPANTS
Company
A

B

Job Function
Project Manager
Business Analyst
System Analyst
Project Manager
Product Manager
Release Manager
Integ. Team Leader
Business Analyst
System Analyst 1
System Analyst 2
Tester

Years at the company
5 years
3 years
5 years
6 years
11 years
4 years
1,5 year
6 years
2 years
3 years
3 years

The different number of participants interviewed per company was due to the fact that professionals from Company
A play several roles. For instance, the project manager also
acts as product manager and product owner during requirements prioritisation. The system analyst is also responsible
for software development and testing. In its turn, Company B
separates these functions in specific roles, such as the release
manager and the integration team leader.
All interviews were recorded and further transcribed by two
researchers. With the support of Weft QDA software tool for
qualitative research [14], we analysed interview transcripts
through a coding procedure. We classified related quotations in
labels and subsequently assembled them in categories. Then,
we examined facts, concepts, ideas and their relationships.
Based on these results, we derived a set of observations
to explain how studied companies are forming a software
ecosystem, and how the software product management and
requirements engineering practices are affected.
B. Case Companies
The case study reported in this paper results from the investigation of two software organisations situated in Recife/Brazil.
Company A produces software products for retail chains,
distributors and wholesalers markets. It has five software
products in the portfolio. The company was founded in 1986,
and currently has 70 employees. In 2013, the company has
achieved level F at the Brazilian Software Process Improvement Program (MPS.BR) [15]. This program is inspired on
CMMI process improvement approach. In the case study, we
explored software integrations around the company’s main
commercial product. The product is an ERP that automates
business rules of distribution, wholesale and retail network,

focusing on the management of suppliers and products for
resale. This product is used by more than 2.000 registered
users from 12 customers in Brazil and abroad. In addition, the
company provides system deployment and bespoke development services to specific customers.
Company B is specialised in developing management systems and providing consulting services. Its main product is
a complete ERP solution that provides business automation
for several market niches, such as: health, oil and gas, sugar
industry and logistics. The product’s main strategic differential
is the module of accounting and tax compliance that is
automatically updated with the frequent changes of Brazilian
accounting standards. The company has around 300 employees
distributed in its headquarter in Recife and branch offices in
Maceio and Sao Paulo. In the last years, the company has
established a leadership position within regional IT industry,
which results from a portfolio of 15 software products. The
company has a strong focus on software quality, having
achieved the following certifications: ISO9001, CMMI level
2 and MPS.BR level C. We investigated the context of its
main software product, an ERP which currently is adopted by
16.000 users from 600 customers in Brazil and abroad.

no intention to develop”. To select products and respective
partners, this company defines a set of criteria that partners
should satisfy. In particular, they look for partners that allow
the company to enter in new vertical markets.
The companies generally initiate a partnership when facing
challenges in a new market segment, as exemplified by the
project manager of Company B: “Since we do not have enough
experience in the retail segment, we are having problems to
cope with the flow of innovations in the field”. Therefore,
Company B proposed the collaboration with Company A as a
strategy to enter in the retail market. For Company A, the main
motivation to establish the partnership is due to the superior
accounting features of Company’s B product.
The products are commercialised under different contract
types. Customers may acquire the product from Company A
by renting it for a fixed price during a pre-defined period,
or through a project involving consultancy and a monthly fee
that is annually adjusted. Company B provides two contract
models: a monthly fee that is calculated according to the
number of licenses rented and the customer size, or a reduced
monthly fee to cover maintenance costs.

III. R ESULTS

Product roadmaps in the case companies typically cover
one year. At Company A, the product committee defines the
product roadmap by analysing potential market demands and
new features to fulfill these needs. The project manager from
this company noted that the product roadmap is a “market
demand to define a proactive vision of the product improvements”. In the beginning of every year, customers require
the product roadmap to understand what releases are planned
and how the product will evolve. In some cases, roadmaps
can be developed in close collaboration with customers to
create customer-specific product roadmaps. These roadmaps
establish a commitment between both parties and can be used
as a basis to negotiate the integration contract. The project
manager added that, depending on top management decisions,
information about specific features can be retained to increase
product value.
The product manager at Company B develops the product
roadmap aligned with the company’s strategic planning and
based on customers’ feedbacks. According to him, to enter
in a new market segment “the product must be adapted to
speak its language. . . Customers want to know how the product
features fulfill the business processes of their segment, i.e.
which features will enter in the product roadmap, in which
order, at what time, etc. After I understand the domain and
the products that support this segment, I start to propose new
features for the product”.
Currently, Company B faces challenges in balancing resources to develop customer-specific customisations and ensure the evolution of the product according to the planned
roadmap. To address this situation, the development teams
have been assigned to dedicate more time developing new
features from the roadmap than satisfying specific demands
from customers. This prioritisation has been aligned with the

In this section we present the results obtained from our
study in Companies A and B. The subsections correspond to
the categories that emerged from the case study analysis.
A. Portfolio Management
The product investigated at Company A provides enterprise
procurement solution for retail chains, distributors and wholesalers markets. In particular, it provides stock supply, inventory management and tax review functionalities. Company B
serves the market with a full ERP focused on accounting and
finance areas. Accounting parameterisation is a distinguishing
feature provided by this system, which allows users to fully
configure any accounting entry. In both companies, product
integrations can occur in the following ways: between products
from partners, with bespoke systems from customers or with
products from other suppliers that serve a particular customer.
Currently, the product from Company A is integrated with 15
other products, while the product from Company B has 110
product integrations. The studied companies have partnerships
with local, national and international companies.
To better structure upcoming releases and increase customer
satisfaction, Company A decided to focus on specific features
of the product. Finance and procurement were prioritised over
tax and accounting functionalities. The company modularised
the system and started to establish integration partnerships
with other suppliers. According to the company’s project
manager, “partners are experts on features that the product
does not provide or features that were discontinued”. By
complementing each others functionalities, partners support
the co-evolution of their products. This trend is reinforced
by the product manager of Company B: “we establish a
partnership for specific parts of the system that we have

B. Product Roadmapping

company’s strategic plans to target new markets. This means
that the product evolution aims to innovate the platform rather
than adding customer-specific features into the product.
C. Release Planning
Both companies define the release planning aligned with
their product roadmap. At Company A, the project manager
and members of the development team form a product committee to plan the releases. At Company B, the product manager
is responsible for the definition of next features to be launched.
She arranges meetings with the business analyst to detail each
new feature and provide development guidance for developers.
Interviewees stressed that quite frequently emergent demands
from customers can change the release planning.
Product releases are of two types in the case companies.
Regular releases can address legal issues and provide novel
functionalities. These new features are part of the product
roadmap or originate from customer-specific customisations
that companies consider relevant to include in the standard
version of the products. In addition, frequent bug fix releases
are detailed in release notes sent to all customers. At Company
A, there is a regular product release every six months. Release
frequency in Company B has been gradually increased in
recent years. Latest versions were launched every month to
speed time-to-market. However, this strategy created several
problems:
• The short release cycle increased the number of bugs in
the product. It was required to release several intermediate versions to fix bugs;
• Customers considered the steady flow of new versions
disturbing, since updating the product frequently may
represent a risk for their running systems;
• The company adopted a reactive approach by prioritising
customer-specific customisations and neglecting the implementation of new features from the product roadmap;
• The very short release schedules impacted the routine
of team members, who were under strong pressure to
package new releases every month. Since team sizes remained the same, the company was demanding unrealistic
efficiency from the teams.
After recognising all the issues caused by the short release
cycles, Company B started to launch new product releases
every two months. The current goal is to adopt a biannual
periodicity for regular releases and launch additional versions
for specific customers every two months. During integration projects, partner companies must deploy their products
simultaneously at customer site. However, release planning
cycles are not properly synchronised and product versions
are launched in different moments. Development teams from
both companies lack a centralised communication and they
are not coordinated to treat integration conflicts. In particular,
although a project manager from a given partner may be
responsible for the integration project, he has no authority
over the development team of the other company. Therefore,
new product versions can originate several mismatches in
the product integrations. Fixing these problems is frequently

postponed due to limited team resources from the companies
who are exclusively dedicated to integration projects. The
project manager of Company A raised an additional problem:
“my need or urgency may not be the same of my partner”. The
companies are aware of these challenges. They currently try
to minimise integration problems through follow-up meetings
conducted by project managers, who aim at improving the
coordination of partners development teams and synchronising
developments’ prioritisation. However, the companies do not
have a clear strategy on how to align their release planning.
This situation limits the co-evolution of their products.
D. Requirements Engineering
As market-driven software suppliers, the case companies
must understand the needs of market segments to define the
product vision and identify market requirements. In Figure 1
we describe the external relationships of the teams from
both companies. It evidences the market-driven and customerspecific requirements engineering processes performed by the
case companies. It also highlights that several interactions
occur between the teams during different phases of the requirements engineering process. This means that partners working
in a software ecosystem should make joint decisions regarding
the requirements for their products.
At Company A, the product committee and experts in the
business domain define the overall product evolution strategy.
Moreover, the committee evaluates if requirements defined for
a specific integration project can be suitable for a larger group
of customers. At Company B, the product manager defines
a set of product features in the roadmap to satisfy strategic
demands related to current customer market segments as well
as targeted market niches. During integration projets, requirements elicitation aims at identifying customisation requests
from customers, integration needs from partners, and legal
demands. At Company A, requirements elicitation is carried
out either by the project manager or business analyst, while the
project manager is responsible for this activity at Company B.
Company A created an artefact called ‘Analysis of Requests
and Needs’ (ARN), which provides a questionnaire for customers to describe their demands. However, the discourse of
the business analyst evidenced flaws in the elicitation process:
“after the system is deployed, the customer sometimes reports
that there is something in his process that he did not state;
something that was not identified during the elicitation can
emerge as a need. This new demand can be analysed and
implemented in future releases along the year”.
Companies receive demands from partners to develop new
integrations among the products. Integration requirements are
jointly defined by team members. These requirements involve
technical aspects such as database tables and mappings among
systems, data dictionary, data types exchanged and integration flows. Integration requirements must be “generic and
reusable” among partners, stated a system analyst at Company
B. Integration and functional requirements are separated in the
project documentation. Interviewees argued that using such
simple categorisation accelerates requirements documentation.

Fig. 1. External Interactions during the Requirements Engineering Process.

A system analyst at Company B explained that integration
requirements are identified through functional requirements:
“I need to know the functional requirement to see what is
related to the integration. For instance, to create a field in
the product registration form I need to define how integrating
systems will access it”. The companies do not formally specify
quality requirements, which are simply treated during the
development process to address performance and security
issues, for instance.
Additional sources of requirements include new ideas provided by project managers, development teams, business analysts, management unities and even the companies’ presidents.
Once an integration project is concluded, stakeholders from the
customer companies can describe their new demands through
a web-based request system. The requests are automatically
forwarded to the helpdesk service. They conduct an initial
filter to select or discard requests. Then, the companies’
teams analyse these demands and follow up their status in
the tool, from the demand registration until the fulfilment of
requirements in a future release.
The case companies face a challenging requirements negotiation due to the interplay with several partners. They
must align their own interests and schedules, and negotiate
alternative solutions before presenting a proposal to the customer. Negotiation between partners can be either focused
on a wider scope of the integration project or it can take
place over the set of requirements. According to the project
manager of Company A, power conflicts are frequent among
partners. Once recognising the business opportunities brought
by a specific demand from customers, partners can battle to
implement that feature. The requirements negotiation process
starts when the project scope is being defined, but it can
also happen throughout the integration project. To stay in
power, companies frequently attempt to develop features that

they do not have sufficient knowledge to implement. It was
highlighted by several interviewees that partners who behave
in this manner may harm the success of integration project
and damage their reputation.
Agreements are easier to achieve with consolidated alliances, when companies already know their specific roles and
duties in the network. In new partnerships, there are uncertainties about the partners’ true intentions, yielding conflicts
among them. According to a project manager from Company
B, “there is a partnership, but each one has his own goals and
interests”. To treat requirements conflicts, meetings are held
to discuss goals, benefits and challenges related to each part of
the integration scope. During these meetings, companies negotiate what features each partner will implement. Generally, this
decision is based on the companies’ technical expertise, but
dominant partners can also impose their ambition towards a
particular set of features that can be strategic for their product
evolution. In addition, each company presents an estimative of
time, costs and team resources needed to implement the proposed part of the integration scope. After reaching a consensus,
partners individually plan their deliveries. The deliverables are
described in the ‘Vision Document’, which consists of the
commercial proposal for a particular integration. Then, the
project manager and the release manager negotiate specific
requirements with the customer.
Requirements analysis follows the negotiation phase. At
Company A, it begins with an initial evaluation by the project
manager. She analyses the feasibility of a demand received
from the ARN document or the web-based request system.
At this moment, no estimation technique is used. Once the
demand is considered a suitable requirement, it is registered
as a ‘Customer Change Request’ (CRC) in the One Studio tool.
Then, the business analyst evaluates the demand to determine
if it consists of evolving an existing feature or creating a new

one. Finally, a planning meeting is carried out among the
project manager, business and system analysts. At Company
B, the business analyst is responsible for performing such
analysis. She verifies whether the requirement is sufficiently
described and contacts the stakeholder who demanded it to
obtain additional information. Finally, the business analyst
verifies whether the requirement shall be introduced as part
of the standard product or included in a specific version for
the customer who requested it.
Requirements are prioritised in the beginning of each Scrum
Sprint at Company A. During a meeting between the project
manager and the quality team, requirements are classified
as billable, strategic or legal. Requirements prioritisation is
carried out by the project manager and the business analyst at
Company B. They consider criteria such as customer preferences, impact over the product evolution and dependence with
other requirements. Their main concern here is to reduce timeto-market. Considering the joint development, system analysts
of partner companies promote meetings to discuss integration
aspects such as software artefacts that can be reused and
integration requirements. Both companies produce a document
describing the technical details of the integration project.
The requirements documentation is validated by the product
committee at Company A. After being validated by the project
manager at Company B, the documentation is forwarded to
the product manager, who analyses the alignment of strategic
requirements and macro features with the product roadmap.
However, the requirements document is not kept up to date
reflecting integrated systems evolution. This hampers the construction of a proper historical basis of integration projects.
The project manager from Company A claimed that the
main reason for not updating the requirements documentation
is due to their very short development cycles. Integration
projects bring several small changes in requirements because
the evolution of functionalities in one product can affect
diverse systems. Hence, the companies develop parameterised
functionalities to address the impact of changes on a wide
range of users. Changes generated by customer needs and
legal issues are generally simple and punctual because of the
products maturity.
E. Partnerships
Companies A and B have around 10 and 20 partners,
respectively. Generally, partnerships are established due to
demands from specific clients to integrate products as well as
opportunities to enter in new market segments. However, not
all product integrations occur with a partner. In these cases, the
supplier simply has to integrate the product with other software
solutions developed from other companies or with internal
software systems from customers. We identified two types of
partnerships between the studied companies: existing products
integration and joint new product development. The first case
usually happens when a company wins a new contract, then
they offer to the customer an integrated solution developed
with partners. This strategy enables companies to specialise
in a particular domain and indicate partners that complement

their products. It can also happen in a proactive manner, when
the companies conduct their annual roadmap planning and
identify strategic market niches they want to enter. Then, the
companies propose the development of new products with
current partners or search for new partners specialised in those
segments. The product manager at Company B highlighted that
companies usually start the development of new products with
partners based on opportunities identified in previous joint
projects. Recently, Companies A and B have developed a new
product for the pharmacy retail market together with a third
partner.
The evolving relationship among partners requires several
actions to align business strategies, such as selection of strategic market niches for all parties, negotiation of pricing models,
and agreement on how to conduct joint evolution of products
and technologies. After establishing a new alliance resulting
from an integration project, companies attempt to eliminate
overlaps between products and emphasise complementary
features. However, as mentioned by the system analyst of
Company B, a common challenge is managing the customisation of several products with the specific needs of customers.
Partners need to improve the analysis and understanding of
the customers’ business processes to facilitate the alignment
with products features. We identified that integration projects
can follow three strategies (Figure 2):
•

•

•

Customer-driven Integration – customers negotiate separate contracts with each supplier. Customers have strong
control over the integration project and suppliers have
considerable autonomy to evolve their products independently. In this situation, we did not observe an emerging
ecosystem being created;
Supplier-driven Integration – customers are aware of
the existence of two or more suppliers. However, customers negotiate the contract directly with one supplier.
This supplier assumes the responsibility to control the
integration project and to conduct negotiations between
customers and suppliers. This scenario enables the creation of an ecosystem among actors, in which suppliers
have a shared power towards the evolution of software
products;
Value Added-Reseller – one supplier assumes the responsibility for the integration with other suppliers by
adding features to its own product. The partnership
among suppliers is hidden from the customers. The
product commercialisation is dealt directly between the
customer and the supplier who owns the main product. In
this situation, we observed a growing dominance by the
central supplier. The creation of an ecosystem depends
on the company’s ability to demonstrate the benefits of
the partnership to other suppliers.

The supplier-driven integration is the most frequent type of
partnership in the studied context. Players establish the sharing
of duties and start the negotiation to define who is going to
implement what features. This is a very critical phase to decide
which supplier will control the most strategic features.

Fig. 2. Partnership strategies.

We observed that technical teams are not explicitly aware
of the prosperity of partnerships. Since developers are not
involved in strategic decisions, they believe that alliances
end after a successful joint integration project, as revealed
by one system analyst from Company A: “this notion of
alliance dies once a project is concluded”. By considering the
integration as a temporary effort and not a structural relationship, developers do not understand the long-term opportunities
and commitments. In particular, some features may not suit
future integrations. Therefore, code quality, evolution, and
architectural issues must become structural parts of integration
projects with consistent buy-in from the development team.
To address the growing challenges involved in the integration of several products, both companies are developing an
integration platform. The companies are negotiating how this
platform will be shared and managed by their partners. Top
management perceived that the platform is a strategic action
to increase the prosperity of their ecosystem. In addition,
the release manager and system analyst from Company B
are enthusiastic about the benefits of the platform to support
the communication among products from different companies.
However, other interviewees have different opinions regarding
the benefits of the platform. Interviewees from the technical
teams of both companies argue that the evolution of the
platform is an extra development effort, since the maintenance
of the platform is considered quite complex. These divergent
viewpoints may indicate the need to better communicate the
strategies related to the integration platform. In particular,
companies should ensure that decisions about the platform are
shared and understood among all levels of the companies.
IV. D ISCUSSION
In this section, we present a set of observations to explore
the main opportunities and challenges faced by studied companies during the creation of a software ecosystem. These
observations are analysed in light of literature in the field.
1. SMEs face a dilemma during the early stages of a
software ecosystem: are we competitors or collaborators?
The studied companies confirmed the gains obtained from
strengthening relationship with their ecosystem partners. A
key benefit obtained from partnerships is the opportunity to

enter in new markets that partners are already well established.
In addition, new contracts can be obtained by indication
from partners who usually propose joint sales to customers.
This means that each partner can specialise in their own
competencies to provide complementary features within the
ecosystem. The availability of integrated products also means
that customers will benefit from time and cost reduction.
However, companies within a software ecosystem face an
increasing socio-technical complexity, which not only arises
from technological challenges to integrate several software
systems but also involves battle for power and control of
the most valuable product features. Our findings also indicate
that managing joint teams brings a number of challenges.
For example, technical teams do not fully understand the
purpose, direction and responsibilities for each team; managers
responsible for a product integration do not have full authority
on the partners teams. Another problem we identified is
that technical teams are not fully aware of the relevance
of some product integrations. Therefore, studied companies
should improve internal and external communication channels
to highlight the importance of partnerships.
Participants from both companies recognise the positive
aspects of collaboration. Nevertheless, they also acknowledge that competition is inevitable due to the fact that they
are medium-sized enterprises fighting to survive in the very
competitive Brazilian software market. For instance, product
roadmaps and other strategic issues are not fully shared among
partners. Companies tend to share more information with longterm partners, while new entrants have very little awareness on
the products evolution directions. Similar behaviour has been
reported in other studies. In a general business perspective,
Moore [16] indicates that the complex interplay of competition
and collaboration strategies continues during the lifecycle of
an ecosystem. Iansiti and Levien [17] propose that participants
in a business ecosystem are engaged in mutually dependent
relationships that will affect the health of the ecosystem as
well as the individual health of their own business. The level
of intimacy wanted in a relationship with companies depends
on how critical and strategic the product from a partner is [18].
Therefore, partnerships enable sharing of knowledge, technology and increase innovation potential, factors that makes
a company an attractive partner [19]. Coopetition is a main
driver of innovation and performance. It takes the relationship
between the companies to a new level, where players work
together to identify innovative requirements and deliver new
solutions that address market needs. According to Levy and
colleagues [20], to successfully address coopetition, SMEs
need to carefully make decisions on what to share, with whom,
when, and under what conditions.
2. Roles are volatile in a software ecosystem formed by
SMEs
Manikas and Hansen [9] identified that the most common
actors in a software ecosystem are keystone, niche player,
external developer, independent software vendor and customer.
The keystone plays an active and predominant role in the
creation and diffusion of value within the ecosystem. Key-

stone companies often own the platform, which gives them
a competitive advantage, but also provide resources to other
players contributions in a ‘win-win’ fashion [19].
We did not observe an explicit keystone behaviour in the
studied companies. In fact, both companies take the leadership role depending on the market niche in which they
are operating. Company B is the most active partner who
identifies market opportunities and promotes new alliances.
However, Company A has also done so in the past. The
shared ownership of the integration platform was considered
beneficial by participants to maintain a healthy and balanced
partnership. Currently, we did not identify dominators who aim
to extract the maximum value of the network without sharing
it with other players.
There are several ways to interpret this phenomenon of
volatile roles in the ecosystem. The companies are forming a
community-oriented ecosystem in which they create flexible
committees to promote self-regulation [3]. Other possible
explanation is that the ecosystem is not mature enough for a
dominator to arise. Another possibility is that an ecosystem
composed by SMEs has different dynamics compared to
ecosystems created by large organizations who play a central
role integrating other players around its own platform. To
define a proper direction for the evolution of the ecosystem,
the companies need to address several SECO governance
issues [21], such as, define clear responsibilities, make business strategy explicit, and decide the level of knowledge
sharing. We do believe it is inevitable that the partners will
soon observe that their repeated involvement in partnerships
requires explicit ecosystem management, as we have analysed
in other case studies [22].
3. SMEs participating in a software ecosystem jointly
develop and manage a shared platform.
In this scenario of joint development, business and system
analysts from both companies participate in several meetings
to define integration requirements. These requirements do not
refer to feature specification but are rather technical statements
to establish the integration process. The impact of integration
requirements in all systems must be carefully assessed, since
they are part of a shared infrastructure. The teams treat these
requirements as reusable assets. By doing that, we can foresee
that integration requirements will become platform requirements during the evolution of the SECO. According to Harland
and Wust [23], platform requirements involve technical aspects
such as software libraries and content databases. The authors
claim that platform requirements are the basis of a product
platform, which is a development environment used by actors
to develop complementary products in the ecosystem.
This discussion of integration requirements is totally aligned
with the current efforts of the case companies to build up a
central platform that supports their integration projects. Isckia
and Lescop [19] describe that a platform enables a composition
of functionalities or services that partners can access via a set
of common interfaces. The platform will support the development of valuable synergies and complementary innovations for
partners and customers. Gawer and Cusumano [24] propose

that the development of a successful platform follows four
main stages: define the scope of relationships, build the core
strategically, build relationships with external complementors,
and optimise internal organizational structures. Iansiti and
Levien [17] advocate that a platform is especially important
for keystone companies to position their leadership and foster
their value proposition in the whole ecosystem. In addition,
companies use the platform as an instrument to control their
influence on the ecosystem [23].
In the studied companies, an initial platform was created and
is being maintained by both partners. They are evolving from
a productisation to a platformisation approach [25], fostering
a vibrant and potentially larger ecosystem around the platform.
In this sense, the companies are embracing mutual dependency
that would require closer alignment of their business models.
The companies face a hard decision to make: they should share
their internal plans with strategic partners, while they do not
want to lose their autonomy. On the other hand, they are aware
of the importance of the platform to enable future integrations.
Hence, the prosperity of their products will depend on the
healthy evolution of the platform. Due to resource constraints
faced by SMEs, the attraction of third-party developers can be
an important strategy to create niche features.
4. Partner companies must synchronise product strategies
to sustain ecosystem success.
Nowadays, software companies are expected to provide an
overall view of the product evolution and long-term decision
making about future product releases [26]. To effectively
integrate products from different partners, companies should
make an effort to synchronise their product releases. By doing
that, partners can better plan and structure their future releases aligned with the product evolutions from other players.
This strategy can also support the maintenance of integrated
solutions. Although the studied companies are aware of the
problems brought by the lack of product release visibility, they
are not fully prepared to evolve their systems in a synchronised
and jointly fashion. Frequently, the evolution of one product
may generate incompatibilities with other solutions that are
part of an integration. For example, there may be conflicts
related to features functioning or even removal of features due
to potential disuse by another integrated system.
To address these mismatches, partners are gradually aligning
features prioritisation in future product releases. In particular,
both companies follow agile methods such as SCRUM and
Kanban for software development and project management.
These practices could also be applied in software product management context. Vlaanderen et al. [27] introduce the notion of
product management sprint as a cycle performed immediately
before the development sprint. In these product management
sprints, partners could not only analyse interdependencies between features, but also start to relate their product strategies.
We can foresee that this will lead to the convergence of product
roadmaps, supported by the extended release cycles currently
targeted by the companies. By synchronising product releases
and roadmaps, partners can simplify integrations and establish
a self-regulation mechanism. The frequent interaction and

feedback between the companies can promote the openness
and transparency of strategies. As a consequence, the health
of the ecosystem can be improved.
5. A partner’s power has a strong influence on requirements negotiation.
Requirements are negotiated by the case companies in
a three-step approach. Primarily, partners define their roles
in the integration project and divide the scope of systems
integration. Then, the companies identify and prioritise a set
of requirements with customers. Finally, a third round of
negotiation is performed among partners, who suggest new
features for each others products and establish integration
requirements. According to interviewees, several challenges
arise both during the interactions among partners and with
partners and customers.
The tendency of customers to require a full customisation
of the products can lead to a tough negotiation. Suppliers must
deeply understand the effects of customers’ demands to agree
on scalable adaptations and reduce maintenance costs, since
products are developed for a wider market. However, partners’
key challenge consists on disputes for a reasonable division of
responsibilities and feature implementation. The strategic positioning of the companies in the software ecosystem strongly
affects the negotiation of requirements. This is clearly related
to the notion of power, which is a common issue affecting
decision-making in requirements engineering [28].
In the studied companies, power relationships are perceived
in varied moments. Once inviting a partner to provide an integrated solution and thereby sharing its pool of customers, the
company has a greater power over the negotiation. Therefore,
the company can select the requirements that aggregate more
value for the product. This situation represents the legitimate
authority of the inviter company, who may act as a valueadded reseller and exert a more pervasive influence over the
negotiation process. Another illustrative example occurs when
the invitee controls the agenda, since his participation is due
to a greater experience on a particular niche or technology. In
this case, the direction of power relationships is oriented by
the skill or knowledge possessed by the partner, configuring an
expert power. Finally, one product may act as a central hub and
send information to the other systems. The integration project
will be centred around this product, increasing the bargaining
power of the supplier during the requirements negotiation.
Milne and Maiden [28] call this situation as referent power,
which here consists of the strategic characteristics of one
product that increase the power of the product’s supplier.
We observed that the dynamics of requirements negotiation
is constantly changing and this can be attributed to the
emergent character of the investigated software ecosystem.
According to Moore [16], the lifecycle of an ecosystem
involves the phases of birth, expansion, leadership and selfrenewal. The case companies are currently building up the
software ecosystem by attracting external players to provide
solutions that satisfy niche markets. As SMEs, partners aim
to complement their products and increase their synergy at
this birth stage. However, companies have to face battles for

strategic requirements that allow them to enter in new market
niches and thrive in the ecosystem. Such conflicts of interests
are very common in emergent ecosystems, since partners have
not clearly established power configuration and coordination
mechanisms are incipient or even inexistent. Moreover, the
shared responsibility over requirements leads to problems of
mutual understanding [29]. To address the positioning issues
involved in these negotiations, partners must understand the
co-evolution of their products within the ecosystem.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we reported on a case study of two small
to medium market-driven organisations that are forming a
software ecosystem. The experiences of the studied companies
have indicated that by selling their products as complementary
solutions to address the needs of specific customers, the
companies can access new niches and reduce time to market.
Since SMEs face limited resources, tightening collaboration
is an important strategy to their survival. However, companies
must balance the inevitable competition among them.
The findings from the case study can be summarised as
follows. The roles and relationships between partners in young
ecosystems are extremely volatile and flexible. The partnership
is maintained as long as there exists strategic alignment, translated in efforts to synchronise product releases and roadmaps.
Such relationships lead to relatively fast innovations: as collaboration is mostly pragmatic, integrations are built with a shortterm view. To counter such downside of the pragmatic view,
software vendors can make integration and partnering more
structural through SECO governance issues. Accordingly, partners are constructing a shared platform, which shall facilitate
the introduction of new features and support the prosperity of
integrated products. We also observed that, even in such young
relationships, deliberate displays of power and claiming of
specific features during requirements negotiation. Companies
must share their internal plans and pools of customers with
partners, but they do not want to reduce their autonomy.
This illustrates a natural part of the process, which is not
harmful as long as both companies maintain their benefits.
Finally, this paper can be seen as a call to action for software
firms to structurally develop their partnering relationships and
communication channels, as collaboration seems to be one of
the main ways to gain competitive edge in the software sector.
This case study has an explorative purpose. Therefore, we
aim to further investigate the presented observations through
new studies with SMEs in Brazil and other countries. We plan
to explore how other similar software ecosystems deal with the
issues investigated in this paper. In addition, with sufficient
case material we also aim to create an ecosystem maturity
model, with processes and practices that make a company
more mature in terms of ecosystem governance.
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